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ASSOCIATING IMAGE METADATA WITH STEGANOGRAPHY OR LAZY HASHES OF
THE IMAGE
ABSTRACT
By storing the annotation metadata on a centralized server, content creators and
advertisers can reduce the risk that annotations will be lost when an annotated image file is
recompressed or slightly altered. The system first associates the annotations with the image file
by performing a lazy hash or by using image steganography (for example, a digital watermark)
and stores that information in a centralized server. When the system renders a second image file,
it checks the server for a matching hash value or watermark. The system then retrieves the
associated annotation data and displays the annotations over the image.
BACKGROUND
Annotated product placement in images is a well-known technique to content creators
and advertisers. There are numerous applications that leverage this type of interface for both
images and video. For instance, a creator may annotate an image showing the interior decoration
of a room with descriptions of all of the products in that room and their availability from various
stores. In other examples, an image of an athlete could be annotated with links to purchase the
shoes she is wearing, and an image of a celebrity could be annotated with links to follow him on
a social network.
Steganography and hashing algorithms are also well-known techniques. Digital
steganography refers to the method of storing steganographic coding inside of a transport layer,
such as a document file, image file, program or protocol. This technique has been used to hide
messages in images, or to watermark images with additional metadata.
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Hashing functions are used to map digital data of arbitrary size to digital data of fixed
size. For example, a hashing algorithm may be used in a password checking system to verify that
some input data matches a stored hash value, while making it hard to construct any data that
would hash to the same value. A lazy hash algorithm is a type of hashing function that matches a
stored hash value to a wider range of input data thereby increasing the likelihood that the system
will identify a match. Lazy hash algorithms are often used, for example, to determine whether
content is owned by a copyright holder.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In order to display the product annotations, the metadata for the annotations must be
stored somewhere. One option is to store the metadata in the content itself. Storing the
annotation metadata in the image file itself, however, creates a brittle system and causes the
metadata to be quickly lost when the file is recompressed, re-shared, or captured in a screen shot.
Unless the original file is downloaded and re-uploaded, and the website where the file is being
shared uses the exact original file, all of the annotations will be lost and the feature ceases to
work.
STORING ANNOTATION METADATA
By storing the annotation metadata in separate location, such as a centralized server,
content creators can and advertisers can reduce the risk that the annotations will be lost when the
annotated image or video file is recompressed or slightly altered. First, the content creator
annotates the image with tags associating text and links with particular regions. The metadata
containing these annotations is associated with a steganographic message that is inserted into the
content, or with a unique identifier generated by performing a lazy hash of the content itself. The
data is then stored in a centralized server.
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When a system is rendering the content, it looks for steganographic messages or performs
a lazy hash of the content that the user is viewing. The system then looks for a match in the
centralized server and determines if there are any image annotations available. If there is a match
and the user has chosen to view these annotations, the annotations are displayed over the image.
By decoupling the storage of annotation metadata from the image file in this manner, the
content can be re-shared without the brittleness that occurs when the metadata is stored in the
image file itself. The content may be re-shared through social networks and may be
recompressed and slightly altered, and the annotations will still be associated with the image.
FIG. 1 depicts how the system could achieve this result by performing a lazy hash. First,
the system receives the image file along with the desired annotation data from the content creator
or advertising partner. Next, the system performs a lazy hash on the image file and generates a
unique identifier that is associated with the image. The annotation data is then associated with
the unique identifier and stored in a centralized server.
When the system receives a request to render a second image file, it performs a lazy hash
on that image and generates a unique identifier. The system then compares the unique identifier
of the second image against the centralized server and determines whether there is a match. Upon
finding a match exists, the system retrieves the annotation data associated with the first image
file and displays the annotations over the second image.
FIG. 2 explains how this same result may be achieved by attaching a watermark to the
first image file. First, the system receives an image file and annotation data from the content
creator or advertising partner. Next, the system generates a unique watermark and applies that
watermark to the image. This creates a new image file with the watermark attached. The
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annotation data is then associated with the watermarked image file which is stored on the
centralized server.
When the system receives a request to render a second image file, it checks the second
image for a watermark. Upon finding a watermark, the system then locates the first image with
the matching watermark by searching the centralized server. Last, the system retrieves the
annotation data associated with the watermark and overlays the annotations on the second image.
FIG. 3 depicts the user interface for an image file with annotation data displayed. If the
annotation data is associated with a digital watermark, such as a business logo, that watermark
may or may not be visible to the user. The annotation content itself is selected by the content
creator or advertiser and may include various data such as product descriptions, customer
reviews, or URLs to external websites.
Although the system may achieve the same result using digital steganography or by
performing a lazy hash of the content, using a lazy hash function minimizes the risk of losing the
annotation metadata. Both a digital watermark and performing a lazy hash of the content share
the benefit that the annotation metadata is invisible to the user (although a watermark may also
be visible if desired). With a watermark, however, the annotation data may be lost if the image is
cropped to remove the watermark before the content is re-shared. By contrast, a lazy hash
function provides greater flexibility for alterations to the image and is more likely to retain the
unique identifier associated with the annotations when the image is altered.
The subject matter described in this disclosure can be implemented in software and/or
hardware (for example, computers, circuits, or processors). The subject matter can be
implemented on a single device or across multiple devices (for example, a client device and a
server device). Devices implementing the subject matter can be connected through a wired
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and/or wireless network. Such devices can receive inputs from a user (for example, from a
mouse, keyboard, or touchscreen) and produce an output to a user (for example, through a
display). Specific examples disclosed are provided for illustrative purposes and do not limit the
scope of the disclosure.
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Figure 1
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“Tagging objects within an image:” An example of a user interface where the user can view an
image and annotate items within the image (for example, a circle, rectangle, and triangle).
Figure 3
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